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States of Guernsey
Planning Service
PLANNING APPL?CATION REPORT

Application No:
Property Ref:

A104690000&A10469AOO0

Valid date:

01/04/2016

Location:

Admiral Park St. Peter Port Guernsey
Erection of residential, office, retail, leisure and day nursery

Proposal:

OP/2016/0796

facilities at various sites.

Applicant:

Comprop (Cl) Limited

RECOMMENDATION - Grant: Outline Permission with Conditions:

1. No development shall commence on site until details of the siting, design and external
appearance of the proposed building[s?, and the landscaping of the site (hereinafter called
'the reserved matters') have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Authority
and the development shall thereafter be carried out as approved.
Reason - To ensure, as an outline permission is being granted, that development may not

begin until all the matters reserved for subsequent approval have been approved by the
Authority.

2. Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the Authority before
the expiration of two years from the date of grant of this permission and the development
hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years from the date of
grant of this permission.

Reason - This condition reflects section 18(1) of the Land Planning and Development
(Guernsey) Law, 2005 which states that planning permission ceases to have effect unless
development is commenced within 3 years of the date of grant (or such shorter period as
may be specified in the permission).
3. The development hereby permitted and all the operations which constitute or are
incidental to that development must be carried out in compliance with all such
requirements of The Building (Guernsey) Regulations, 2012 as are applicable to them, and
no operation to which such a requirement applies may be commenced or continued

unless (i) plans relating to that operation have been approved by the Authority and (ii) it is
commenced or, as the case may be, continued, in accordance with that requirement and
any further requirements imposed by the Authority when approving those plans, for the
purpose of securing that the building regulations are complied with.
Reason - Any planning permission granted under the Law is subject to this condition as
stated in section 17(2) of the Land Planning and Development (Guernsey) Law, 2005.

4. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Authority, the plans required to be submitted
by virtue of condition 1 above shall accord with the submitted parameter plans ref: R25-

SAREPORT

9379-Sl-102B, 103C, 104D, 105F, 106D and 108B, other than in respect of the "Tall
Building", Block A, the maximum height of which shall not exceed 29.9m AOD (Guernsey)
and s storeys above deck level.
Reason - To ensure that the Development accords with the submitted Parameter Plans
and in the interests of the character and visual amenity of the area.
s. The plans required to be submitted by virtue of Condition 1 above shall be accompanied
by the following details:
a) public realm works including surfacing, planting, lighting, litter bins, seats, bollards,
information panels;
b) a landscape management plan;
c) car park management plan including opening hours;
d) all external lighting which shall be designed to minimise light spillage and upward Iight;
e) the provision of a pedestrian route through the site from Elizabeth Avenue to Le Grand
Bouet;

f) storage/parking of bicycles;
g) means of enclosure on the site boundaries and within the site;
h) all highway works, shown on submitted drawing no. cgOl-TIA 02 (issue date 05/05/16)
and proposals for traffic calming on the service road and any associated security
measures.

Reason - To ensure that the application for reserved matters contains the required details.
6. The plans required to be submitted by virtue of Condition 1 above shall include a
detailed landscaping scheme, including the planting of trees and/or shrubs, the use of
surface materials and boundary screen walls; such scheme shall specify materials, species,
tree and plant sizes, numbers and planting densities, together with a detailed program for
the timing of the implementation of the landscaping scheme; the landscaping shall
thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved scheme and in accordance
with the agreed programme. Any trees or plants removed, dying, being severely damaged
or becoming seriously diseased, within s years of planting shall be replaced in the
following planting season by trees or plants of a size and species similar to those originally
required to be planted.
Reason - In the interests of achieving the satisfactory landscaping of the area.
7. The highway mitigation measures set out in section 9 of the submitted Transport
Impact Assessment Rev A dated 11 March 2013 and on submitted drawing no. cgOl TIA
02 (issue date 05/05/16), as modified by Condition 7 and as may subsequently be
approved in connection with Condition 1 of this permission, shall be carried out to
adoptable standard prior to the first occupation of any office building on the site approved
under this permission.
Reason - In the interests of road safety and traffic management.
8. Notwithstanding the submitted details, the proposed pedestrian crossing to the north
of the Elizabeth Avenue/Les Banques junction shall be a single stage signalised crossing,
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details of which shall be provided in connection with conditions 1 and s of this permission.
Reason - To minimise pedestrian waiting times to cross Les Banques.
9. The development hereby approved shall not exceed the following Gross Internal
Floorspace areas for each of the following uses and a Total Gross Internal Floorspace of
19,025 sq m:
a) 13,800 sq m Offices
b) 2,800 sq m Leisure/Entertainment
c) 450 sq m Creche
d) 1,500 sq m Retail/Restaurants/Cafes
e) 500 sq m Exhibition Space
f) 1314 sq m Residential
g) 2,000 sq m Hotel
Reason - To ensure that the development delivers an appropriate mix of uses in
accordance with the Local Planning Brief.
10. The development hereby approved shall include a maximum of 722 car parking spaces
(22 on the "Gateway Site" and 700 on the "Project lndigo" site, and unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Authority, the "Project lndigo" site shall make dedicated provision
for 50 car parking spaces for the proposed cinema, and other leisure/entertainment uses,
and 50 spaces for hotel use.
Reason - To define maximum car parking numbers, and to ensure that adequate car
parking is provided for the range of uses proposed.
11. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Authority, no more than 6,800sq m of the
office floorspace hereby permitted shall be beneficially occupied until a cinema of a
minimum gross internal floorspace of 1200sq m has been provided and is in commercial
operation in accordance with details which shall first have been submitted to and
approved by the Authority in accordance with Condition 1 of this permission.
Reason - To ensure that the development delivers an appropriate mix of uses in
accordance with the Local Planning Brief.
12. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Authority, no more than 6,800sq m of the

office floorspace hereby permitted shall be beneficially occupied until restaurant/cafes of
a minimum gross internal floorspace of 400sq m has/have been provided and is/are in
commercial operation in accordance with details which shall first have been submitted to
and approved by the Authority in accordance with Condition 1 of this permission.
Reason - To ensure that the development delivers an appropriate mix of uses in
accordance with the Local Planning Brief.
13. No development, including demolition and site works, shall begin until a Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Authority. The plan must demonstrate the adoption and use of the best practicable
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means to reduce the effects of noise, vibration, dust and site lighting during the
construction process. The CEMP shall include the following information:

a) A complete assessment of the impact of the demolition/construction phases on
adjacent commercial and residential units;

b) Arrangements for waste management and disposal, including demolished and/or
excavated material;
c) Hours during which demolition and building works would be carried out;
d) Site lighting and light pollution control;
e) Measures for dust prevention, monitoring and management;
f) Construction phasing;
g) A detailed noise and vibration monitoring and management plan; and
h) Location for static site plant, building materials, site construction compound and site
hoardings including their height and appearance.
The demolition and construction works shall be carried out only in accordance with the
agreed CEMP.
Reason - The site occupies a prominent position, is situated adjacent to residential
properties and routes to the site are through residential areas. Control over construction

activity is needed to prevent a nuisance or annoyance to nearby residents and the
amenity of the locality.
14. Notwithstanding the provisions of Class 3 of the Schedule to the Land Planning and
Development (Exemptions) Ordinance, 2007, or in any provision equivalent to that
exemption in any Ordinance revoking or re-enacting that Ordinance, no external plant or
machinery shall be installed on any building within the site without the prior written
approval of the Authority.

Reason - In the interests of visual and residential amenity.
15. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Authority, no development, including site
works, shall commence on the construction of any new building until a full survey of the
site has taken place to determine the extent of contamination of the land and the results,
together with any remedial works necessary have been agreed in writing by the Authority;
the building(s) shall not be occupied until the approved remedial works have been
implemented and a remediation statement submitted to the Authority detailing what
contamination has been found and how it has been dealt with together with confirmation
that the site is in such a condition as to be suitable for the proposed use.
Reason - To ensure the suitability of the site for the development proposed.
16. No development shall commence on the "Project lndigo" site until a Travel Plan,
relating to that site and based on the Framework Office Travel Plan provided at Appendix
G to the submitted Traffic Impact Assessment, has been submitted to and approved by the
Authority and no part of the "Project lndigo" site shall be beneficially occupied prior to the
implementation of the approved Travel Plan for that part of the site; those parts of the
approved Travel Plan that are identified therein as being capable of implementation after
occupation shall be implemented in accordance with the timetable contained therein and
shall continue to be implemented as long as any part of the development is occupied and
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the records of implementation shall be made available to the Authority.
Reason - In order to reduce or mitigate the impacts of the development upon the highway
network by reducing reliance on the private car for journeys to and from the site.
17. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Authority, no development, including site
works, shall commence on the "Project lndigo" site until a phasing strategy for the
construction of the "Project lndigo" site, and a commitment to deliver the scheme in
accordance with this strategy, has first been agreed in writing by the Authority.
Reason - To ensure the comprehensive development of the site.

18. The application site is located within an area of possible archaeological importance
and appropriate and satisfactory provision for mitigation measures to avoid damage to
any archaeological remains, and/or for archaeological investigation and recording, shall be
made in accordance with a scheme that shall be submitted to and agreed by the Authority

prior to commencement of development. The agreed mitigation and/or investigations
shall thereafter be carried out in full accordance with the agreed scheme, unless the
Authority gives written approval to any variation.
Reason - The site is within an area of possible archaeological importance.
INFORMATIVES

Your attention is drawn to the attached comments of the Traffic and Highways Service

which should be taken into consideration in the development of proposals for the
reserved matters.

OFFICER'S REPORT

Background:

This application follows the granting of Outline Planning Permission for development on
the same site in July 2013, and which was subsequently renewed in September 2015, and
is for a similar description of development to that previously approved. One notable
difference however is that the application site no longer includes a small area of land
adjacent to, but outside the MURA (the ?Roundabout Site").
Site Description:

The application site comprises three areas within the Le Bouet Mixed Use Redevelopment
Area (MURA). These areas are within the former Guernsey Gas works site and comprise
the remaining undeveloped areas within the MURA. The three areas are as follows:
*

?Project lndigo? which comprises the major development site of 1.3 ha (8.4
vergees) is located to the north of Elizabeth Avenue and is bordered to the west
and north by the rear gardens of houses in Grand Bouet and the Clarkes Estate and
s

*

to the east by the service road at the rear of Trafalgar Court. The boundary to
Elizabeth Avenue is enclosed by hoardings and the south east corner of the site is
occupied at present by the four storey Sidney Vane House (3,357 sq m gross floor
area) which was the 'tormer headquarters of the Gas Company. The building is now
understood to be mostly vacant but most recently contained a gym on the ground
floor and charity offices above. The remainder of the site previously contained a
British Rail (Channel Express) warehouse building, now demolished. This site is now
used for trailer and car parking, and for the storage of building materials on a
temporary basis.
The ?Gateway Site? is a vacant site at the western end of the MURA. The site
comprises an area of O.13 ha located at the recir of the car park deck serving the
retail area of Admiral Park. It borders Elizabeth Avenue on the northern side and

the Bouet on the western side and is enclosed by timber hoardings along these
boundaries.
*

The ?Corner Site? comprises a small open area of 287 sq m immediately to the
south of the Waitrose building and forms the roof of the electricity sub-station for
the site.

Relevant History:
Letter issued 23-05-2016 confirming that a further Screening Opinion as to whether the
development requires the preparation of an EIA is not required, such an assessment
having been recently carried out (previous letter dated 07-09-2015) and the changes now
proposed not being so substantial that a further assessment is required.

FULL/2015/2527 - Temporary change of use to storage of building materials (use class 32)
and erect hoarding (retrospective).
Approved 26-11-2015
OP/2015/1655 - Erection of residential, office, retail, hotel and leisure facilities at various
sites off Elizabeth Avenue.

Approved 15-09-2015
OP/2012/0143 - Erection of residential, office, retail, hotel and leisure facilities at various
sites off Elizabeth Avenue.

Approved 16-07-2013
Existing Use(s):
?Project lndigo? Parking (use class 33)
Most recently used for offices (use class 22) and gym (use class 29)
(Sydney Vane House)
Vacant land
?Gateway Site"
?Corner Site"
Vacant site over electricity substation
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Brief Description of Development:

The application is an outline one for the erection of offices, residential, retail, hotel and
leisure facilities with a total gross floor area of 19,025 sq m and all matters, except for
access, are reserved for future consideration. The application follows the granting of
Outline Planning Permission for development on the same site in July 2013 and is for a
similar description of development to that previously approved. The proposed maximum
areas per use would be as follows:
Use

Total Gross Internal

iExhibition Space
iResidential
iHotel
iTotal

J?
J?
J?
l 22,364

l
l

l
l
l

Retail/Restaurants/Cafes 1,500

l

JOffices
il3,800
itertainment l 2,800
i450
4

l

l

l

Floorspace (sq.m)

1

The application makes clear that the sum of the floorspace of the individual uses exceeds
the overall proposed total gross floor area in order to allow a degree of flexibility in the
way in which reserved matters could come (orvvard in response to changing economic
circumstances and occupier demand.

The maximum area of office floorspace within the proposed development would also take
the total percentage of offices across the MURA above 50% (exceeding the threshold
re{erred to in the Le Bouet Mixed Use Redevelopment Area - Local Planning Brief), and as
such the applicant has requested that this be treated as a minor departure.
The planning application is supported by Parameter Plans, a Traffic Impact Assessment
(TIA) and a Site Investigation Report and, although not explicitly stated, the submitted
Planning Statement (prepared by Montagu Evans) acts as a co-ordinating document. There
is also a Masterplan document which sets out how the proposals have been developed,
together with an Illustrative Design document which sets out a series of concept designs
indicating how detailed plans could be developed. These documents indicate that the
proposed development could have a final form as follows:
?Project lndigo?

The submitted parameter and illustrative plans show a u-shaped form of development
above a 2-level basement car park for 700 vehicles over most of the site area, made up of
677 standard spaces, 23 disabled spaces and 60 motorbike spaces and 129 cycle spaces.
An additional 129 cycle spaces (based on figures set out in the TIA and Montagu Evans
Planning Statement) would be distributed elsewhere on the site. The proposed mass of
development would be 2-storeys above deck level on the western side, 3-storeys above
deck level on the northern side, 4-storeys above deck level on the eastern side and 5storeys above deck level on the site of Sydney Vane House in the south eastern corner of
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the site (a maximum building height of 29.9m above datum). The illustrative plans show 6
office buildings, a separate cinema building and an attached gym in the south western
corner (albeit the applicant has indicated that it is unlikely that a gym would be included in
the final development). In the centre of the development a restaurant and/or a cafe are
shown adjacent to vertical circulation between the parking basement and the central
plaza. Development on this part of the site could accommodate some 17,374 sq m gross
floor area, based on those illustrative plans.
?Gateway Site?

The illustrative plans for this site show a group of three-storey buildings with basement
car parking for 22 cars. Access would be at the southern end of the site from the Bouet.
These drawings indicate that the site could accommodate 16no. 2-bedroom flats of 1,314
sq m gross floor area. The proposed maximum building height is shown as being 24.9m
above datum, or some l0m above the level of the Bouet. This represents an increase of
2.65m over the previously approved maximum building height of 22.250m AD.
?Corner Site?

The illustrative plans indicate a two-storey building providing a creche of 450 sq m which it
is understood could serve shoppers at Admiral Park. No dedicated parking is proposed to
serve this element of the development.
Access

The proposed access into the Project Indigo site would be from the existing access into the
site on the north side of Elizabeth Avenue. A new access would be formed onto the

roundabout to the west to provide an exit route from the development. Elizabeth Avenue
would be widened on the south side to enable the carriageway to be realigned, improving
access into the Waitrose/B&Q site, and the left hand lane onto Les Banques to be
extended. This would result in the loss of the cycle lane along Elizabeth Avenue, but an
alternative route would be provided along Rue du Commerce and First Tovver Lane into
the recir (north) of the site.

The traffic signals on Les Banques would be modified and a staggered pedestrian crossing
provided to the north of the junction as well as the realignment of the traffic island on the
south side to facilitate HGV right turns from Elizabeth Avenue. Pedestrian crossings and a
new bus shelter would also be provided along Elizabeth Avenue.
Supporting letter

This application was submitted under cover of a supporting letter which seeks to justify
the proposed increase in parking above that previously approved. The material content of
that letter is set out below:

There are a number of prospective tenants in place, but each of these tenants
require greater parking provision than the current approval provides. If our Clients
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are unable to attract the tenants to the site with the facilities that tenants require
then the scheme proposals are unlikely to come to fruition.
Therefore parking provision is a matter of viability for this project to proceed.
This Outline Planning Permission requests your permission to allow for an increase
in the provision of car parking from 470 to 700, an increase of 230 spaces.
We have noted your earlier comments (Ref: Planning Officer's Report 7th July
2015) and the principle behind your Department's objective to reduce the use of
privately owned vehicles and encourage the use of other modes of transport.
However, there are no practical alternatives. We have a diverse employment pool.
Businesses rely on attracting mums back to work, offering flexible working hours.
Without the use of their car and consequently a parking facility you will
understand it would be simply impossible to meet family commitments. The
States, as an employer and service provider, as you know do not subscribe to your
preferred policy with regard the Princess Elizabeth Hospital (where they are
endeavouring to increase parking) and Sir Charles Frossard House, to name but
two.

Our Clients' prospective tenants have demanded, as an absolute requirement, for
there to be adequate parking to suit their commercial operating need comparable
with the parking provision for the adjacent offices on the Bouet Mixed Use
Redevelopment Area. We ask you to understand that our Clients' tenants require
parking for their staff and Clients in order to be able to operate efficiently,
sustaining a viable and competitive business for not only their commercial benefit
but for the economic benefit of the Island as a whole.

Our concluding point therefore is that if your Department maintains its position
with regard reducing the parking available to substantially less than parking
currently enjoyed by adjoining office tenants then this development will not
proceed. It will simply not happen as it could not provide a working environment.
You have read the letter from Miss Joanna Watts MA Cantab MRICS of Watts & Co.

and the Ietter from our Clients, Comprop, which state unequivocally that our
Clients' proposed tenants will not proceed unless they have adequate parking.
Consequently this E70 million development will not be undertaken with the added
loss of a 6 screen/440 seats cinema and hotel.
It is important that we receive your early support. Guernsey is not economically in
a good position, this development will have a huge beneficial impact on the
construction industry as it will be constructed by a local contractor, it will engage
ourselves as architects, a local engineering firm, local project managers and local
quantity surveyors.
It will provide employment opportunity as there will be adequate provision for up
to 900 staff which in turn will make a significant contribution through direct
taxation and tertiary spend for the benefit of us all.
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It is important that you encourage our Clients' tenants to have confidence in the
ability of Guernsey to develop its finance industry and grow employment
opportunity.

Finally, the relocation of our Clients' proposed tenants will release tertiary space
for more appropriate use, redirecting traffic from St Peter Port and freeing up
"retail" public parking spaces.

Relevant Policies of any Plan, Subject Plan or Local Planning Brief:
Urban Area Plan - Bouet Mixed Use Redevelopment Area
Le Bouet - Local Planning Brief
GENI
Sustainable development
GEN2
Comprehensive development
GENe

Safe and convenient access

Open space and parking
Developments with significant townscape impact
Demolition of buildings and features
Mixed use development
New office developments
New retail development outside the Central Areas

GEN9
DBE2
DBE9
HO3
EMPI
CEN2
SCRI

Community services

SCR6

Indoor leisure facilities

Representations:

2 letters of objection received from members of the public, points raised summarised as
follows:

Whilst the site may well be able to accommodate the additional parking spaces
proposed, the road infrastructure in the area definitely cannot.
The area of the Bouet, Petit Bouet and Admiral Park are already heavily congested
with traffic.

It is inevitable that the area will become even more gridlocked.

If it is perceived that the existing [approved? parking is insufficient to support the
complex, then it is up to the developers to amend their plans accordingly.
1 letter of support from a local Chartered Commercial Property Surveyor and Registered
Valuer of the RICS, the material content of which is set out below:

The Guernsey office market is dominated by the finance industry. Whilst the prime
sector enjoyed substantial activity between 2002 and 2005 as a result of the
completion and pre-Iets secured at the new builds of Trafalgar Court, Generali
House, Regency Court, Royal Bank Place, Royal Chambers, Martello and Dorey
Court, in 2010 it quietened significantly. In 2011 the average size of transactions
was only around 2,000 sq ft. This pattern continued through to 2013 and 2014 but
has seen an upturn during 2015 and 2016, with a significant number of
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requirements between 3,000 - 4,000 sq ft and others for up to 9,000 sq ft plus. This
is the result of expansion of existing businesses, new business coming to the island
and firms wishing to upgrade their premises. Such organisations generally require
premises situated in modern functional purpose built office buildings offering
single uninterrupted floor plates and a good balance of parking
Although Guernsey has a range of available office space, Grade A accommodation
of the type which is typically required is now at full occupation or under offer. We
therefore have nothing to offer. This is putting pressure on the secondary market
which often has poorer parking ratios, is generally in more peripheral locations,
has poorly configured floor plates and is of a poorer specification. Some is not even
fit for the majority of businesses who require good quality accommodation to
compete on the international stage.

As a result there are a very Iimited number of options left which can satisfy
modern occupational requirements. Not only is this likely to put pressure on rents,
where we are already more expensive than Jersey and most regional cities in the
UK, but, it is also likely to force businesses to look elsewhere.
A typical example is Jersey. Jersey is our closest competitor and has a significant
amount of new office space currently under construction, with the Jersey
Development Company recognising the need to do everything possible to support
economic growth and the development of Jersey's Finance Industry, to ensure it
has the level of infrastructure and accommodation required to remain as one of
the world's leading offshore International Finance Centres

If no new office buildings are permitted in Guernsey of the type our finance sector
needs, our economy will suffer and fall behind as it will be unable to compete,
even with its nearest counterparts.

l am therefore strongly in support of the scheme at Admiral Park and strongly
recommend it is given full positive support by your Department to ensure it comes
to fruition.

2 letters of support from the Garenne Construction Group and the Construction Industry
Forum, points raised summarised as follows:

The construction industry is a very important economic enabler to our community
and employs over 2,500 people locally, although at the moment it is not in a good
place with unemployment rising in the sector.
UK research has confirmed that for every E1 spent in construction there is an
added value of E2.80 to the local community.
This development will produce obvious benefits to the Island for many years in the
future.

The current approved scheme is not viable as commercial tenants will not have

adequate parking to attract and retain staff. Providing adequate parking as part of
this development would be likely to free up additional parking within the town's
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public car parks, bringing benefits to St Peter Port traders and create additional
construction work for the vacated offices.

The proposed car parking would be underground suggesting that there is no visual
difference to the buildings.
There needs to be flexibility and a common sense approach to solve this problem.
If this E70m development is rendered unviable due to a lack of parking it will be a
significant blow not only to our construction industry but also to Guernsey PLC.
Consultations:
Constables of St Peter Port

The matter was considered by the Constables and Douzaine at a Douzaine meeting on the

23'd May 2016 and the principle of developing the area within the constraints of the
available parking was supported by the majority of the Douzaine, who were broadly in
favour of providing the additional parking. Due to the complexity of the TIA it was thought
that the planning department would be best qualified to make a balanced judgement on
the report.
It should be pointed out that considerable concern was expressed by several Douzeniers
that the road network at the Vrangue Hill and the Petit Bouet to the west of Elizabeth
Avenue would not support additional traffic at peak times.
Traffic & Highway Services

Traffic & Highway Services (THS) [formerly the Traffic Services Unit? has previously
submitted a number of detailed responses in relation to the proposed development of this
site at Admiral Park, where it outlined a number of traffic management and road safety
concerns relating to the movement of vehicles, cyclist and pedestrians through this site
and on the surrounding roads infrastructure. The Service has therefore considered the
recent application against its previous comments to determine whether these concerns
have been sufficiently addressed and our findings are as follows:Latest Proposals
The most significant traffic related amendments in the latest proposals relate to:
1. An increase in the proposed level of car parking within the Project Indigo site from
470 spaces to 700, facilitated through a two-level car park. The proposal no
longer includes for a significant number of spaces to be provided through
mechanical stacker spaces.
2. The Gateway Site, accessed from Le Bouet, is now proposed as residential
development which will result in a significant reduction in trip making from the
Gateway site compared to the previously proposed medical centre. (During the
AM peak a reduction of 92 vehicle movements is forecast, whilst a reduction of 81
is forecast in the PM peak - Table 14 TIA.)
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3. The proposed widening of Elizabeth Avenue to create a dedicated feeder road to
serve the Waitrose and B & Q site and with the aim of promoting better traffic
flow through Elizabeth Avenue and the site.
4. A decrease in the potential seating capacity of the proposed cinema from 650
seats in the last application to 440 seats, depending on the eventual operator
selected to run the cinema. 232 seats were proposed in the original proposal.
s. A total of 258 cycle parking spaces being provided across the development, a
significant increase on the 47 proposed Iast time and a significant increase on the
minimum required by the UAP, along with other associated facilities such as
lockers and showers;
Car Parking

In our memo dated 24fh June 2013, we raised concerns that the proposed onsite parking
was significantly less than what was originally envisaged (down by 164 spaces from 634 to
470 spaces) and that this would represent a very real challenge to the businesses that will
occupy these new offices. [We calculate that it was 1 parking space per 37m2 of office
space, given that only 370 of the 470 spaces would be available to offices, as 50 spaces
would be allocated for the cinema and 50 spaces for the hotel.]
The extra provision of parking would help alleviate these concerns although it is currently
difficult to assess the exact number of parking spaces for each land use. However, the
inevitable down side is that it would encourage increased vehicle movements (this is
discussed in more detail later in this memo).
Table 7 of section 4.2.1 does suggest proposed parking allocations but whether the spaces
will be reserved purely for these uses or whether there will be shared parking does not
seem to have been determined. This will need further clarification.

Table 7 proposes 604 parking spaces available for office workers, but we consider that 45
spaces should be deducted from this number as according to the Iatest submission this
number will be allocated to the existing users with long-term leases at Sydney Vane House
and will not therefore be available for office workers of the new development.

Accordingly, the proposed figure of 1 space per 22.8m2 of office space based on 13800m2
of gross office space as indicated in table 7, page 17 of the TIA is incorrect. Assuming then
that it is 559 (allowing for a reduction of 45 spaces and 50 dedicated spaces for the
cinema, 21 for the hotel and 25 for the restaurant) the figure would be 1 space per 24.5m2
of office space, which compares to 1 space per 37m2 which was envisaged in the Iast
application.

In the previous TIA for the site it was indicated that parking provision for other offices in
the area was 1 parking space per 25m2 of office space, so as currently proposed provision
would be on par with this. This is why it is important to more fully understand the parking
allocation arrangements.
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l note that in the supporting letter from the Applicant it details that the client is looking
for 1 space per 175 - 200 square feet, (equivalent to 16.25 - 19.5 square metres) and that
the s businesses from other office developments on the Admiral Park site used as
examples in the table at the bottom of page 4 have 1 parking space per net square foot of
between 129 and 223 (revised in an email dated 7th June 2016), which is equivalent to
approx. 1 space per 12 - 20 square metres. On this basis, the proposals would fall at the
upper end of the range expressed by Watts & Co, but l would consider that if car parking
demand is forecast at 8% spare capacity, then there should be no significant issues with
office workers finding a parking space, particularly as they are likely to arrive first in the
morning ahead of restaurant/cinema users. If they do not have reserved spaces then
those that leave the car park at lunchtime could find it more difficult to find a space on
their return. [Note Planning services have advised that the figures for Watts & Co for
neighbouring offices are based on net floor area not gross as per the proposed
development]
But, it is worth pointing out that the 8% spare capacity is based on predicted average trip
numbers and therefore is potentially misleading. In reality, during periods of peak
demand when parking is required for hotel, restaurant and cinema users in addition to
office workers there is likely to be insufficient spaces.
In the TIA it hints that there will be 50 reserved spaces for the cinema. However, with
potential for it to have seating for up to 440 people, 50 spaces would be insufficient at
times of high demand. We note that during the evenings and weekend, office spaces
could be available (depending on the parking arrangements) but realistically, such as
during the school holidays there is very likely to be high demand for parking spaces to visit
the cinema. Drivers could look to park in the nearby parking areas adjacent Waitrose and
B & Q, which could cause parking control issues for those businesses. However, we note
that the last application suggested around 650 seats so the implications on
parking/vehicle movements arising from the cinema would not be as significant as the last
application, albeit they would be more than the original application where 232 seats was
suggested.
In relation to Island Coachways staff who currently park on the Sydney Vane House site, it
is stated in para 5.3 of the TIA that they will need to find somewhere else to park and trips
associated with movement of staff or service vehicles will therefore no longer occur with
the study area. This relocation would put pressure on existing public parking in the area
which is limited, unless alternative private parking can be found, but we accept that where
they relocate to is outside the control of the developer. Similarly, it is stated that 45 of
the existing users with long-term leases for spaces at Sydney vane House will be Ieased
spaces on the redeveloped site. This does not appear to be taken into account in the
parking allocation table in 4.2.1.
We note that it is indicated that a gym is no longer included in the proposals.
Vehicle Movements

The table below showing forecast additional vehicular trips to the proposed development
for the current proposal and for the previous proposal is useful for comparison purposes.
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Trips to Proposed
Development
2013 Proposals
2016 Proposals

AM Peak Hr

AM Pegk Hr

PM Peak Hr

PM Peak Hr

(Arrivals)

(Departures)

(Arrivals)

(Departures)

326

61

81

244

383

48

31

314

The revised submission (as compared with the previous version) envisages a relatively
significant increase of some 44 additional vehicle movements in the (am) peak and a more
modest increase of 20 vehicle movements in the (pm) peak. However, overall vehicle
movements through the site will still be considerably higher than was originally envisaged
when the site was first identified for development in 1997 (approximately 1,450
movements in the (am) peak as compared with 650 in the original projections). This is
going to have a significant impact on junction capacities and this matter is dealt with in
detail below.

Also, I cannot see any data to show the level of existing traffic movements on a Saturday
for Elizabeth Avenue and surrounding junctions. Whilst there will be a much lower
number of trips generated by office workers on a Saturday, because there is a much
higher number of retail trips on a Saturday, the additional traffic volumes of traffic as a
result of the leisure and residential users may actually result in equal or higher levels of
congestion at certain times on a Saturday compared to a weekday, although l note that
the extra works to provide better access to the retail park will assist.
Travel Plan measures

We are pleased to note a detailed travel plan as part of the application, which includes a
range of measures to help reduce demand for parking and help alleviate traffic
management and road safety concerns.
On page 10 of Appendix G (Framework Office Travel Plan), it says that a travel plan
coordinator could be provided for the development for the three years post occupancy.
We would wish to see it made a condition that a travel plan coordinator (TPC) ?
(rather than could) be appointed as we consider this to be an essential post to help
encourage alternative forms of transport to the car.
[Further to receipt of the application we have been advised that the TPC would be
appointed by the development management company. As part of the role they would
create a user-group from within the development (employees with an interest in
sustainable travel and/or representatives from the various occupiers) the chair of which
would effectively replace the TPC role at the end of the 3 year period. The TPC will
endeavour to include the MURA retail park and Offices so as to provide joined up
approach across the site. We would support these proposals.]
However, having said above that we consider that a travel plan and co-ordinator is
essential, there is likely to be much less chance of a travel plan being successful in
reducing vehicle usage with the latest proposals compared to the former application,
because such a significant increase of parking is being proposed. Therefore, it is much less
likely that people travelling to the site will look to use alternative forms of transport (walk,
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cycle, bus) if there are plenty of parking spaces available. It is stated in the TIA that car
parking demand is forecast to peak at 644 spaces resulting in 8% spare capacity.

Striking the right balance between parking provision and the encouragement of
alternative transport modes is therefore an important factor and will have impact on
traffic management arrangements in the area.
Nevertheless, there is a high dependency by commuters in Guernsey on the motor car and
even with a detailed travel plan and encouragement from a Travel Plan Co-ordinator,
realistically there is not likely to be a significant change in modes of transport in the short
term at the Admiral Park site, albeit that any reduction in car journeys will help. Whilst
there is capacity on the buses to accommodate more commuters, many are put off from
using the service because they would simply be sitting on a bus in the same queue of
traffic had they used their car. Unfortunately, there is not sufficient road space in
Guernsey to create dedicated bus lanes. Only a major increase in numbers using public
transport would see bus journey times decrease significantly, but then it would be more
appealing for a person to once again use his private car. Cycling is often as quick as a car
journey and comes with health, financial and ease of parking benefits, as does walking
(although the journey time can sometimes be longer, except for those living in close
proximity). It is these modes (cycling and walking) where a Travel Plan and Co-ordinator
could have some impact.
Highway Capacity

Whilst the additional traffic flows to/from Admiral Park generated by this latest phase of
works are significant in number, it is accepted that the road network itself is considered to
be capable of accommodating the increase. However, the same cannot be said for all of
the road junctions in the immediate vicinity of the site and this is explored in more detail
below.

Junction Capacity

It is worth noting at the start of this section that a signal junction is recognised to have
reached its practical capacity at 90% saturation after which significant queuing is likely.
Elizabeth Avenue/Les Banques Junction
In the case of the Elizabeth Avenue/Les Banques junction the developer has recognised
the shortcomings in terms of capacity of the current signal set up and is proposing
significant remedial measures. These involve:*

*

Removal of the cycle lane on part of the southern side of Elizabeth Avenue to
properly accommodate 3 Ianes for traffic entering and exiting. Currently the left
turning lane out of Admiral Park only extends a few car lengths back into the site;
Removal of the light controlled crossing along Les Banques on the Town side of the
junction;
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*

*

*

*

The light controlled junction on the northern side of the junction becoming
staggered, i.e. pedestrians will not be able cross from the seaward side of the road
to Admiral Park in one movement;
Introduction of a possible new cycle route around the northern boundary of the
site with an associated light controlled crossing point along Les Banques adjacent
to Carey House. This is considered to help offset the loss of the cycle path within
the development to accommodate the full left turning lane for drivers exiting
Elizabeth Avenue;
Introduction of MOVA or UTC;
Reduction in the length of the traffic Island on the southern side of the junction to
improve the ease of articulated lorry turning manoeuvres.

With the above measures in place it is calculated in the TIA that that the Les

Banques/Elizabeth Avenue signal junction would operate well within the 90% practical
capacity recommended (shown in Table 20 page 67 TIA). It also states that it would be
more efficient than if the current signals are left in place and no additional development
takes place at Admiral Park. (Current capacity (in year 2016) for Les Banques North and
Elizabeth Avenue Right/Left lanes was forecast at 91% - taken from table 25 in 2013 TIA)
On the face of it this is very attractive but this is a forecast, so we cannot be certain that
this will happen in practice. Also, it should be borne in mind that the capacity benefits do
come with some drawbacks including:
1. Loss of the crossing on the southern side of the junction away from the probable
desire line meaning that pedestrians may cross at inappropriate and dangerous
Iocations, risking accidents and would have to wait 3 times to cross the road if
heading for the southern side of Elizabeth Avenue from the seaward side of Les
Banques. Table 32 (existing and proposed dwell times) is misleading. It gives the
impression that the pedestrian times are maximums, when they are in fact
averages. Also, the proposed times omit the 30 second time waiting at the island
because it is proposed as a staggered crossing. It appears that the average wait for
pedestrians to cross the road would be significantly increased under these
proposals compared to the existing phasing and the existing phasing is considered
to be at its absolute maximum that a pedestrian is prepared to wait without risking
crossing on a vehicular phase.
2. Cyclists would be likely to ride in the road within Admiral Park if travelling to the
MURA from the south because of the omission of the cycle path. The removal of
the toucan crossing to the south of Les Banques would either result in cyclists
getting off their bike and pushing it across the new signalised pedestrian crossing,
illegally riding across it or continuing to the newly proposed north toucan crossing.
If they are accessing B & Q or Waitrose they are most Iikely to illegally ride across,
travel a short distance along the pavement and rejoin the carriageway a short
distance into Admiral Park. Also, those riding from the south that normally use
the cycle path would not be able to. [ln mitigation, the developer has highlighted
that there were only 8 bicycle trips in peak hour versus 800 plus car trips (section
9.2 TIA) and therefore suggest that the disadvantages need to be put in context.
Also, the developer raised 3 potential issues with the existing cycle path. (section
9.2 TIA) Whilst the low number of cycle trips is accepted, it also needs to be borne
in mind that the developer has indicated that businesses operating frorp the site
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would be encouraged towards ?green" travel planning. It is therefore
counterintuitive to remove cycling and pedestrian facilities.] In the plan (Appendix
E) in the TIA it shows a dropped kerb for cyclists to transition the carriageway, but
we are confused as to why this is needed if the cycle path along Elizabeth Avenue
is being removed; cyclists should not be joining/leaving a pavement which they are
not permitted to ride on. [We have since been advised by Arup that this is an error
and this will be removed from future plans]. We accept that the reasoning behind
installing dropped kerb along Les Banques for cyclists right-turning out of Elizabeth
Avenue but they will need to be careful when joining the path, both in terms of
vehicles tailing them through the signals and in regards of cyclists already travelling
along the path. It would not be as safe as cyclists using the existing cycle path
within the site and existing Toucan crossing.
3. No assessment has taken place regarding the impact of the potential new 'cycle'
signal crossing to the north of the site and its impact on traffic flows along the
seafront. However, Arups consider that demand at this crossing point from both
cyclists and pedestrians will be low. l accept that this is likely to be the case and
that in peak hours there is generally traffic queuing along this route anyway so the
crossing point is not likely to have a significant on a driver's journey time.
Nevertheless there is the potential for more queuing back from this crossing point
through the Elizabeth Avenue signals. However, if the cycle path is removed from
Elizabeth Avenue then there is justification to provide a crossing facility and path
as proposed, which is in line with the aims of the Transport Strategy. Further
consideration should be given to linking this crossing through MOVA with other
nearby signals.
4. The use of MOVA has previously been considered by the THS following a peer
review by Jersey traffic engineers but there is some doubt by our engineering
advisors that the predicted benefits would actually occur in reality. Part of the
issue surrounds the fact that other junctions in the locality are operating at above
capacity at peak times and therefore impact on the efficiency of these signals.
s. Even with the revised design it does not appear that a 16.50m articulated Iorry is
able to make the left turn from Elizabeth Avenue without crossing into the path of
vehicles right turning from Les Banques. This situation is not ideal given the
phasing of the signals currently allows these manoeuvres to take place at the same
time. It has also been noted from observations on site by staff of Traffic and
Highway Services that large articulated lorries right turning from Elizabeth Avenue
struggle to make the turn without overhanging the seafront cycle path or narrowly
avoiding the signal equipment. It does not appear that this issue has been
addressed in the proposed re-design of the traffic Iights.
6. The saturation/queuing calculations have been based on the assumption that the
development will not create any new trips but will simply redistribute existing
employment trips into St Peter Port and therefore these existing movements have
been subtracted from the calculations for the new signalised junction. Whilst this
may be correct to some degree, l consider that a high number of the parking
spaces which become available at other car parks across St Peter Port will soon be
filled. This is discussed in more detail further on in the report. Therefore the
saturation/queuing predictions for the signalised junction could be significantly
under predicted. It would be interesting to see what the predictions would be if
the predicted additional movements were added to the existing movements
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because this would show what could happen if the applicant's parking
displacement theory did not come about in full as we anticipate.

Further to the original supporting application documentation and TIA provided by the
applicant, Arup provided further clarification/suggestions relating to the above signalised

junction in a document entitled Pedestrian Dwell Time Analysis dated lsf June 2016, which

was further updated in a document dated 4fh July 2016 and summarised in a document
dated 15fh July 2016. In this additional documentation, Arup are suggesting that a single

stage signalised crossing could be installed to the north of the Elizabeth Avenue/Les
Banques junction rather than a staggered crossing to overcome the concerns raised in
para 1 above that a staggered crossing would increase the wait time for a pedestrian. The
signalised crossing across Elizabeth Avenue would be retained but both crossings would
operate in one 'all red' stage. THS considers this proposal would be better than having a
staggered crossing to the north before it would result in pedestrians having to wait no

longer than they do at present (as shown in tables 16 and 17 in document dated 4fh July,

2016). For the staggered crossing, Arup clarified the waiting times, inclusive of the wait
times on the central island and there would be a significant increase in maximum wait
times over the existing (an increase from 87 secs to 124 secs in the AM peak). Of course,
we were concerned that if a single crossing was installed to the north then this would
have an impact of the saturation/queue figures, but Arup have demonstrated that the
signals could be configured in such a way that there would be no significant impact on
traffic. However, l should point out that Arup states that ?if the crossing is called more
frequently than once every two cydes (180 secs) then the junction would begin to
experience capacity issues in the AM peak hour - with performance considerably vvorse
than that of a staggered junction.? However, l do not consider pedestrian flows are likely
to increase significantly at this location and therefore consider that the single stage
crossing to the north is the best option.

In response to concerns about the likely benefits of MOVA, Arups have advised that there
is no real way of modelling the impact of MOVA at this junction. However, they have
submitted potential benefits of MOVA and we concur that there is merit in this control
system being introduced, although to what level the capacity will be increased is not
known for certain.

Elizabeth Avenue/Trafalgar Court junction

We accept that with the installation of a short-right turn lane for traffic turning right into
Elizabeth Avenue and the option for traffic exiting Trafalgar Court to use the exit onto
Elizabeth Avenue Roundabout, no traffic management concerns are predicted for this
junction.
Elizabeth Avenue Roundabout

We note the proposal to install an extended two-Iane approach to the Roundabout for
westbound traffic. This will help to alleviate queuing into the retail park (which in turn
leads to queuing onto the Roundabout and along Elizabeth Avenue) although there would
be much better flows with a better design of the Retail Park access.
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The extended left turn lane will be introduced at the expense of the bus Iayby though,
which would be disappointing, particularly if the developer is serious in promoting travel
plans to encourage people to use other forms of transport, such as the bus.

Elizabeth Avenue/Le Bouet junction
The junction performance with the additional traffic in the latest proposals is considered
acceptable by THS, albeit that it is noted that in the PM peak the junction would operate
slightly above capacity. We accept that no mitigation measures would be required
though.

Le Bouet/La Vrangue Hill Junction
The increased traffic flows associated with the development, along with the background
flows are expected to result in the Le Bouet and Vrangue Hill arms of La Vrangue Hill
junction operating well over capacity in both AM and PM peaks, even with the slight
reduction of the inter-greens. This remains a cause for concern.
We accept that MOVA or UTC could bring improvements but it is unclear from the TIA
what the capacity benefits of using the above technology would be.
The applicant has also suggested pedestrian detectors on the crossings to eliminate push
buttons being pressed and activating the pedestrian phase but no one crossing. This
option may be problematic because it has been observed that some pedestrians push the
button and then move to a position where they can cross diagonally to avoid having cross
twice. It is probable that the position that they wait would not be picked up on the
detection.

Further to the original supporting application documentation and TIA provided by the
applicant, Arup provided further clarification/suggestions relating to the above signalised

junction in a document entitled Pedestrian Dwell Time Analysis dated 4fh July 2016 and
summarised in a document dated -isth July 2016. In this additional documentation. The
comments below relate to this Iatest documentation.

Recent recorded pedestrian movement data has been provided by the applicant as
requested by THS and shows that there is a much higher number of pedestrians crossing
than the figure used for the modelling in the 2013 and 2016 TIAs. Arup have therefore
redone the modelling which predicts that saturation Ievels for the 2021 without
development scenario are well above the acceptable 90% saturation Ievel on one of the
AM or PM peaks for three arms of the junction. The figure for La Vrangue Hill in the AM
peak is 109.9%. The 2021 with development scenario shows no issues for the Pitronnerie
Road and Le Grand Bouet arms but saturation levels ranging from 118.5 to 124.4% for the
AM/PM peaks for Le Bouet and La Vrangue Hill.
Therefore, what these results show is the additional traffic arising from the new
development proposals would significantly increase the existing capacity problems at this
signalised junction.
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Arup has looked at ways of minimising delays by restricting the operation of the
pedestrian phase in the peak hours to once every other cycle. However, this would give
rise to the same concern as for the staggered crossing at Elizabeth Avenue, which is that
pedestrians would be more likely to risk crossing on a vehicular phase. Also, it would be
against the aims of the Integrated Transport Strategy. Therefore, THS would not support
this suggestion.
As with Elizabeth Avenue/Les Banques signals, MOVA is once again recommended and
Arups have submitted an illustration of potential benefits of MOVA that may occur. We
concur that there is merit in this control system being introduced, although to what level
the capacity will be increased is not known for certain. Should the application be
approved, then we would wish to further discuss the planned MOVA strategy and the
Iinking of this junction with the Vrangue one and the Toucan crossing.

Pedestrian detectors were initially considered an option to improve performance of the
signals, but following the results of the latest pedestrian counts it is now considered that
pedestrian detectors are unlikely to result in any significant peak hour signals efficiency
benefit but are thought likely to provide an off-peak benefit. However, due to the amount
of diagonal crossing there are technical issues that may make their installation difficult.
Formalising the crossing movement with a diagonal crossing would have significant
adverse impacts on traffic movements and does not appear to be a suitable option. If
approval of the application was given, the option of installing pedestrian detection is a
matter that would need further consideration by THS.
Therefore, in summary, whilst MOVA would make some improvements, at best the
saturation levels of certain arms of the junction will still be over 90%. This is likely to lead
to drivers having to wait longer in queues of traffic, finding alternative routes (some of
which could be narrower and more unsuitable particularly for larger vehicles), modifying
their time of travel to avoid peak congestion or using alternative forms of transport such
as walking/cycling.
Red Lion Roundabout

Whilst it is appreciated that the impact of the development, in terms of through traffic
and turning movements, at the Red Lion junction could be relatively low the junction is
already at or over practical capacity and, therefore, even low increases in traffic flows
attributable to the proposed development may have a significant detrimental effect on
the ability of the Red Lion junction to operate satisfactorily. It may also be that if
congestion increases at Les Banques/Admiral Park junction more motorists may choose to
use Le Grand Bouet. THS accepts that the potential signalisation of the Red Lion
Roundabout may be required and therefore the traffic queues at this junction would have
to be carefully monitored once the buildings on the development site are occupied.
Parking Displacement and Traffic Redistribution

In page 3 of the supporting letter from Lovell Ozanne it states ?the development of
Admiral Park will not generate more traffic, it will simply displace existing vehicles from
the long stay car parks of the North Beach, Salerie and the Odeon" and it also states ?you
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will see from the attached Scoping Report prepared by Arup that the application of the
displacement theory will reduce congestion in St Peter Port" (referring to paragraph 7.4).
However, THS does not concur with these statements above and l refer to extracts from

the ?Integrated Transport Strategy and Action Plan for Guernsey? which states that history
shows that the more parking you provide, the more traffic is generated.
?Changes to parking policy in some European locations in recent decades have brought
about impressive improvements by revitalising Town centres, improving air quality and
making much better use of public space. In each case study it had become apparent over
time that no matter how much more parking was built, traffic congestion only grew worse
because the problem was being accommodated rather than regulated.?
?Every car trip begins and ends in a parking space. ......Providing free parking ensures that
demand for it remains high. No amount of improvement to other forms of transport will be
sufficiently effective in attracting enough people away from the private vehicle when it is
competing with the ability to park all day long for nothing.?

'lt is not denied for a moment that if more long-stay parking were to be built it would be
used - Jersey and many other jurisdictions have shown this to be so - but it is dear that it
would have many downsides including increased congestion, making roads less safe for
pedestrians and cydists and increasing pollution, all of which are at odds with the desired
outcomes of this Strategy and numerous other States' strategies and objectives.?
There{ore, we consider it to be an unlikely prediction in paragraph 7.4 of the TIA that 'the
development will not create new trips on the Island but will redistribute existing
employment trips into St Peter Port' as we consider that a number (if not all) of the
parking spaces which become available at other car parks across St Peter Port will soon be
filled by:-

a) commuters/residents who, due to greater availability of parking spaces, will find it
less appealing to use other forms of transport to the motor car;
b) new office workers, as landlords will try hard to fill those buildings that have been
vacated by businesses moving to Admiral Park.

l understand from Arup that the reasoning behind the applicant's prediction that new trips
will not be generated is that the older buildings being currently used for offices in the
centre of St Peter Port are not likely to be filled and that landlords may Iook to convert to
residential accommodation. In doing this, their prediction is that residents living in the
centre of St Peter Port are far less likely to generate peak hour trips through the Elizabeth
Avenue signals than office workers travelling into St Peter Port from the north of the
Island. Whilst we can see the reasoning behind this, we would be surprised if none of the
vacated offices are filled by a similar use. Therefore, basing traffic prediction figures on
this assumption is probably Iikely to lead to an underestimation of the extra traffic queues
that will, in reality, form.

1 Europe's Parking U-Turn: From Accommodation to Regulation. available at:
http:?www.itdp.org/documents/European Parking U-Turn.pdf
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General Road Safety and Traffic Management issues

It is noted that the bus Iayby will be removed from the southern side of Elizabeth Avenue
(although the bus stop will remain), which will cause some additional queuing but it is not
considered that this would be significant. The new shelter provided on the northern side
is welcomed. Care will need to be taken that buses dropping off/picking up passengers do
not obstruct the visibility for pedestrians using zebra crossings.

Should approval be granted to introducing a cycle link via Rue du Commerce, then care
would need to be taken in the detailed plans to ensure that cyclists have sufficient
visibility when joining First Tower Lane from the new cycle link path and vice versa.

l

Whilst we appreciate the benefits of a zebra crossing at the new arm onto the
roundabout, we do not consider that the crossing should be positioned right at the entry
point onto the roundabout. Not only will drivers be more distracted with checking for
oncoming traffic, but invariably drivers will be blocking the zebra crossing. Consideration
should be given to moving the zebra crossing back at least a car length or so.

Should planning permission be granted then THS would like to be further consulted on the
details regarding road markings, lighting, zebra crossing, road tables along Elizabeth
Avenue to ensure that they will be in line with adoptable standards. We would suggest
that a condition is made to ensure that the above and in particular any zebras in Elizabeth
Avenue are installed/altered to meet THS standards prior to the new development being
occupied.

It would be essential for recommended sightlines of 33m (from a point 2.4m back) to be
provided at all accesses. It seems that the layby proposed to the east of the new office
development access may obstruct sightlines from the two-way access. THS have also not
been able to establish from the plans whether the recommended sightlines would be
achieved at the access of the Gateway site due to lack of information at this stage
regarding wall/bank heights. We note that drivers would be exiting across the pavement
from a ramp; it is generally preferable to have a flat surface for a car's Iength into the site
to reduce the need for more difficult clutch/accelerator control.
THS welcomes the installation of a raised table which should have a positive effect on
reducing speeds along Elizabeth Avenue.

It is noted that the Iane widths along Elizabeth Avenue would fall well below the
recommended minimum of 3.5m to accommodate HGV movements which would present

road safety concerns because it is known that articulated movements already pass
through Elizabeth Avenue, particularly to reach Pitronnerie Road Industrial Estate. The
right turn lane would also be substandard at 2.3m, when it should be a minimum of 2.8m
when being used primarily by cars. We would welcome any improvements if it is practical.
Summary of key points
*

The additional traffic arising from the new development proposals would

significantly increase the existing capacity problems at the signalised junction of
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Grand Bouet/La Vrangue. MOVA (or UTC) are likely to mitigate to some degree,
although the saturation levels of certain arms of the junction are still most Iikely to
be over 90%. This is likely to lead to drivers having to wait longer in queues of
traffic at the junction and in the surrounding area, finding alternative routes (some
of which could be narrower and more unsuitable, particularly for larger vehicles),
modifying their time of travel to avoid peak congestion or using alternative forms
of transport such as walking/cycling. There appears to be no other practical
measures for improvement at the junction.
*

The TIA shows that the creation of a full length left turn lane out of Elizabeth
Avenue onto Les Banques and proposed changes to pedestrian facilities (through
the creation of a single crossing to the north rather than a staggered crossing)
would do a lot to improve throughput at the Les Banques /Admiral Park junction,
potentially to the extent that it will manage predicted flows better than it manages
current flows. However, the saturation/queuing calculations have been based on
the assumption that the development will not create new trips on the Island but
will redistribute existing employment trips into St Peter Port and it is our concern
that the saturation/queuing predictions for the signalised junction could be
significantly underestimated. We would welcome views from Planning Services as
to what it considers will happen to the vacated offices in the centre of St Peter Port
as a result of relocation to the new development. A remodel giving a prediction of
what it would be if the forecast additional movements were added to the existing
movements should be provided to alley our concerns. This would enable us to see
the vvorst case scenario.

*

*

*

There are strong road safety grounds to oppose the proposals to consider altering
the waiting time for pedestrians to cross the road at the Elizabeth Avenue/Les
Banques and Grand Bouet/Pitronnerie junctions to try and reduce delays for
motorists as the vulnerable road user is much more likely to risk crossing on a
vehicular phase.
The developer's endeavours to improve traffic flows are to the detriment of
existing cycling facilities along Elizabeth Avenue, although the applicant has tried
to mitigate through the proposal for a new 'cycle' signal crossing to the north of
the site. This is likely to cause some impact on traffic flows along the seafront,
although it is considered not to be a significant one and therefore the crossing
facility and path as proposed, which is in line with the aims of the Transport
Strategy is supported.
Even low increases in traffic flows attributable to the proposed development may
have a significant detrimental effect on the ability of the Red Lion junction to
operate satisfactorily and it may result in a 'tipping point' in regards of
unsatisfactory traffic queuing which would force THS to consider the need for
alternative methods of managing traffic flows at the Red Lion Roundabout.
Signalisation may turn out to be the preferred solution but all options would need
to be fully investigated.
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Conclusions

Policy GEN7 of the Urban Area Plan states that in considering proposals for development
the Development and Planning Authority shall have 'regard to the adequacy of roads and
public utilities to cope with the increased demand. As far as can be ascertained, the
existing roads infrastructure, including the addition of Elizabeth Avenue, was designed to
accommodate the requirements of the original Le Bouet MURA. Whilst the proposed
widening of Elizabeth Avenue will bring the main access road back to the width originally
suggested by the traffic engineers as being the minimum requirement to manage traffic
flows, the concern remains that it is the signal junction capacities that will struggle to
cope, particularly the one at Grand Bouet/Pitronnerie.

From what we have been able to ascertain from reviewing previous planning documents
for this site, the overall density of development at Admiral Park will be almost three times
that envisaged in the original Outline Planning Brief / Urban Area Plan. It is therefore no
surprise that the predicted traffic movements are now more than double that initially
envisaged back in 1997 and whilst the overall density of development is not a matter for
THS, the consequential effects on traffic management and road safety are.
Other than the measures currently being recommended in the TIA, along with subsequent
technical documentation from Arups and the observations of the THS detailed in this
submission, there is little more than can physically be done to mitigate the traffic
management and road safety risks associated with this application. The efforts of the
Traffic consultants appointed by the developer to minimise the overall impact of this
development should be applauded as should the efforts of the developer to improve the
standard of pedestrian crossings, lighting and traffic calming measures currently located in
Elizabeth Avenue. However, it is the overall density of the whole development (of which
this is simply the final piece of the jigsaw) that has led to significantly higher than
originally anticipated traffic flows which have and will continue to put increasing pressure
on the surrounding road junction controls.

Therefore, THS considers that provided:a) the waiting time for pedestrians to cross the road at the Elizabeth Avenue/Les
Banques and Grand Bouet/Pitronnerie junctions are not reduced;
b) the recommended sightlines of 33m (from a point 2.4m back) are provided at all
accesses and;

c) the issues raised in the section entitled 'General Road Safety and Traffic
Management issues' are resolved;
then the road safety issues that would remain are:-

d) the wider impact of the additional traffic movements that could Iead to making
roads Iess safe for pedestrians and cyclists, particularly those trying to avoid Le
Grand Bouet / La Vrangue junction;
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e) the safety impact for cyclists through the Ioss of the cycle path along Elizabeth
Avenue and the southern toucan crossing (although this would be mitigated to
some degree by the new cycle crossing and new path, although it is a Iess direct
route and may not be used as heavily);
f) the Ioss of the crossing on the southern side of Les Banques away from the
probable desire Iine meaning that pedestrians may cross at inappropriate and
dangerous Iocations, risking accidents;
g) the potential for a significant increase in the overall parking stock in St Peter Port
which will most Iikely generate more traffic movements, bringing increased
congestion and making roads less safe for pedestrians and cyclists, which are at
odds with the desired outcomes of the Integrated Transport Strategy;
h) the issues involving Iarge articulated lorries exiting from Elizabeth Avenue onto
Les Banques.

In regards of traffic management issues, the THS considers that with the scale of the
development proposed for this site the main implications are likely to be:

a) Significant delays in traffic flows at Le Grand Bouet / La Vrangue junction and in
the immediate surrounding area, although this could reduce over time if the
delays are such that it encourages drivers to find alternative routes, modify their
time of travel to avoid peak congestion or use alternative forms of transport such
as walking/cycling;
b) Potential for increased delays at the Admiral Park/Les Banques signals and some
delays along Les Banques on approach to the new cycle crossing;
c) Increased delays at the Red Lion Roundabout, resulting in the potential need for
an alternative form of traffic management to be considered;
d) The potential for a significant increase in the overall parking stock in St Peter Port
which will most likely generate more traffic movements, bringing increased
congestion and making roads Iess safe for pedestrians and cyclists, which are at
odds with the desired outcomes of the Integrated Transport Strategy. However,
it is equally aware that the under provision of parking in the Admiral Park site
would Iead to pressures within existing car parks Iocated on the site and on
public parking within the localised area and the resulting traffic movements that
would bring.
Business, Innovation and Skills
The States of Guernsey's Business, Innovation and Skills (?BIS?) service would wish to
comment on the above application as follows:
*

BIS understands that the application is similar to that which has already been
approved, but that the above application seeks permission for a total of 700 car
parking spaces (an increase of 230 on what has been approved). BIS further
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understands from the supplied addendum (dated March 2016) to the Montagu
Evans Planning Statement dated January 2012, that no change is proposed to the
maximum areas (gross internal floor space) per use to those granted in an earlier
application for outline planning permission (planning reference OP/2015/1655).
Against this background, BIS's comments herein are therefore restricted solely to
the increased level of car parking sought by the applicant.
*

*

On 04 September 2015, the former Commerce and Employment Department
wrote to the (then) Environment Department to give its support to an earlier
application for outline planning permission for the above site, as submitted by the
same applicant under the title of 'Project lndigo' (planning reference:
OP/2015/1655). In its comments on OP/2015/1655, the former Commerce and
Employment Department stated that it"...welcomes the proposed provision of onsite car parking, which the Department is aware is an important factor for
businesses seeking office accommodation". BIS would wish to take this opportunity
to reiterate these earlier comments (as made by the {ormer Commerce and
Employment Department).
BIS would also wish to draw attention to the views expressed by the commercial
property agents interviewed by the former Environment Department as part of the
preparation of the Guernsey Employment Land Study 2014. In that document,
these agents are reported as having stated that car parking is a key consideration
for occupiers of office premises. The same document states that commercial
property agents reported the car parking for office premises would ideally be onsite or within a five-minute walk, and that those with part-time staff value on-site
parking as it makes it easier for their staff to get between work and other
commitments.

*

BIS would also wish to support the view expressed by Lovell Ozanne in its Ietter
dated 31 March 2016 to the (then) Environment Department, that businesses
require adequate access to parking to support employees' flexible working
arrangements, particularly for employees needing to fit work around childcare. BIS
is aware (through the former Commerce and Employment Department's
engagement last year with businesses concerned at proposed new land planning
policies relating to public and private car parking in Town) that employers find the
level of provision of long-term car parking in Town to be unsatisfactory and do not
consider alternatives to private car use to be practical for employees needing to fit
work around childcare or similar needs. Admiral Park is not in Town but BIS

considers that the same principle can be applied in this instance. Indeed, BIS is of
the view that Admiral Park should be far less constrained by the types of physical
factors limiting office development (and the provision of on-site parking at offices)
in the centre of Town, and therefore BIS would not wish for the level of parking at
Admiral Park to be artificially constrained to the point where it would undermine
the viability of the project (as expressed in Lovell Ozanne's letter to the (then)
Environment Department, dated 31 March 2016).
*

The development of new office premises at Admiral Park has the potential to
accommodate some of the highest-value businesses in the Guernsey economy,
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particularly in the financial and professional services sectors. It is essential to the
competitiveness of Guernsey's offering as a place to do business that appropriate
commercial premises are available. This is particularly the case for Guernsey, which
is competing for business with jurisdictions including Jersey and the Isle of Man,
which have larger land masses and are therefore less affected by the constraints
faced by Guernsey in terms of availability of land for commercial development, and
particularly for new large-floorplate offices. In short, there are few alternatives to
Admiral Park for the development of large floorplate office accommodation on
Guernsey so it is important that what is developed at this site genuinely meets the
needs of its users. An overly restrictive approach to car parking at this site
therefore has the potential to undermine the competitiveness of Guernsey's
offering to office-based businesses, including those already established in
Guernsey which wish to move to newer accommodation from older office
premises elsewhere on the Island, and off-island businesses considering whether
to relocate to Guernsey, which need suitable office accommodation. This is clearly
a situation BIS would wish to avoid.

*

*

*

BIS would also point out that the decision notice for FULL/2015/1655 refers to a
parking standard of 1 space per 70sqm having been used. BIS is aware from
research into parking standards in Jersey and the Isle of Man, carried out by the
former Commerce and Employment Department, that the minimum car parking
standard for staff in that in Jersey's Office Development Area is one space per
58sqm gross floor area. In the Isle of Man, the required parking standard is one
space for every 50sqm of nett floor space.
As stated above, businesses accommodated in offices and in particular the finance
industry, make a significant economic contribution to Guernsey, but the Island is
having to compete with other jurisdictions including Jersey and the Isle of Man,
and it is therefore important that Guernsey's commercial premises offering is able
to compete with those in other jurisdictions. As stated above, there are few
locations on Guernsey which are suitable for the development of large floorplate
offices with on-site or nearby car parking. BIS would therefore wish for this site to
be used to maximum advantage.

The emphasis in the application materials supplied is on ensuring adequate parking
provision for the proposed office accommodation (and this has also been the focus
of the comments set out herein). The application, however, is for a mixture of uses
including but not limited to office accommodation, all of which will require
appropriate levels of car parking. BIS understands that amongst the conditions set
with the planning permission granted for OP/2015/1655 was that the development
shall make dedicated provision for 50 car parking spaces for the proposed cinema
and other Ieisure/entertainment uses, and 50 spaces for hotel use. BIS
understands, from a letter dated 15 February 2016 from Lovell Ozanne to the thenMinister of the former Commerce and Employment Department, that these other
uses include a six-screen/440-seat cinema and a 26-bedroom hotel, and that the
additional parking spaces sought in the present application"would also provide the
additional parking facility for the cinema and hotel". The applicant does not appear
to challenge the level of car parking to be allocated to the cinema and other
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leisure/entertainment uses and to the hotel use. For the avoidance of doubt,
however, whilst the comments herein are focused on parking for office users, BIS
would wish to ensure that there is adequate car parking for the full and mixed
range of proposed uses (including but not limited to office accommodation), to
ensure the viability of the overall project. BIS assumes that the proposed increase
in overall parking provision would have the additional benefit of increasing the
level of car parking available for the proposed non-office uses, assuming that car
parking spaces used for office use during the working day would be made available
for these other non-office uses outside of normal office hours. If additional

comments relating to the proposed hotel use are required, please contact the
States of Guernsey's Marketing and Tourism service.
Conclusion

BIS would wish to ensure that the viability of the proposed new office development at
Admiral Park, and indeed the viability of the mixture of uses under ?Project lndigo?, is not
undermined by artificial limitations placed upon the numbers of car parking spaces. Car
parking on-site or in the immediate vicinity of office premises is known to be a very
important factor for businesses, and it is clear from the submission provided by Lovell
Ozanne that the permitted level of car parking may have a significant impact on the
decision of prospective office tenants to commit to the site. BIS would not wish for the
proposed development, including but not limited to the office uses sought, to be
undermined in this manner, and would encourage the Planning Service to revisit its
decision on the overall number of car parking spaces allowed.
BIS therefore supports the proposal by Comprop (Cl) Limited for the erection of
residential, office, retail, leisure, and day nursery facilities at various sites at Admiral Park,
St Peter Port.

Office of Environmental Health and Pollution Regulation
19 April 2016

l have reviewed the documentation relating to outline planning permission and the
request in relation to whether a further Screening Opinion is required relating the above
site.

l can confirm that the department are satisfied that a further Screening Opinion is not
required at this stage.

l would state that my comments made on 22nd July 2015 remain valid and l would urge the
applicant to consider these comments should this application progress.

22 July 2015 (in connection with OP/2015/1655)
l have reviewed the documentation relating to outline planning permission and the
Screening Opinion that has been requested in relation to whether the development
requires an Environmental Impact Assessment.

l can confirm that the comments made by my colleagues Simon Welch, Waste Regulation

Officer dated 24fh November 2011 and Tobin Cook, Environmental Health Officer dated
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24fh January 2012 remain valid. As stated in this previous correspondence and identified in
the report by WSP dated 23rd June 2005 (project number 13010569) there are issues of
historical contamination on the site that need to be addressed as part of development.
Should this application proceed to full planning permission l would wish to make the
applicant aware that conditions relating to the following matters would be recommended
by this department:
*

*

*

*

*

*

Provision of a construction environmental management plan (CEMP)
Inclusion of a contaminated land condition including a discovery strategy to
address any issues of unidentified contamination
Provision of an asbestos management plan
Provision of an acoustic report demonstrating the impact of the development on
both existing and proposed residential properties
The inclusion of a lighting plan
Operating hours, noise etc relating to the established/intended use of the site

l would be grateful if these issues are considered during the determination of this
application.
Summary of Issues:
*

*

*

*

*

Planning history
Compliance with Local Planning Brief
Traffic and parking
Impact on character and appearance of the area
Impact on neighbouring property

Assessment against:
1- Purposes of the law.
2 - Relevant policies of any Plan, Subject Plan or Local Planning Brief.
3 - General material considerations set out in the General Provisions Ordinance.

4 - Additional considerations (for protected trees, monuments, buildings and/or
SSS's).
The purposes of the Land Planning and Development (Guernsey) Law, 2005, are to protect
and enhance, and to facilitate the sustainable development of, the physical environment
of Guernsey. These purposes are reflected in the Urban Area Plan, the basic objective of
which is to provide for the main development requirements of the Island in a way that
conserves the special features of its environment, makes optimum use of its resources and
of{ers a good quality of life for its people.
The supporting text to Policy GENI states that it is "vital that land is used in ways that
make a positive contribution to the economic, environmental and social well being of the
lsland?, whilst Policy GEN2 notes ?...the need to ensure the optimum efficient use of land."
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Planning History
As noted above, this application follows the granting of Outline Planning Permission for
development on the same site in July 2013, and which was subsequently renewed in
September 2015, and is for a similar description of development to that previously
approved. The relevant planning policy context remains the same as existed when those
previous applications were approved.
Lengthy consideration was given to the original application (submitted in 2012), which
initially proposed a total gross floor area of 20,025 sq m, including a maximum of 14,800
sq m of office floor area. Maximum building heights on the ?Project lndigo? site were also
substantially greater than were subsequently approved and currently proposed, up to
35.9m above datum in the case of the ?Tall building?, whilst provision for a total of 686
parking spaces across the 4 individual land parcels that made up the application site was
indicated.

As a result of various concerns raised at that time, the scale of development was reduced
to provide for a total gross floor area of 19,025 sq m (13,800 sq m office floorspace),
maximum building heights on the ?Project lndigo" site were lowered, and parking was
reduced to 522 spaces across the application site (470 spaces on the ?Project lndigo" site).
The same parameters were proposed when an application was made subsequently in
2015 to renew that permission.
Compliance with Local Planning Brief
The application is an outline one with all matters reserved, except for access. The
application therefore aims to establish the principles of the development, as based on the
submitted parameter plans and maximum floor areas which define its scale and extent.
The site is within a Mixed Use Redevelopment Area (MURA) where an Outline Planning
Brief, now a Local Planning Brief (LPB), was approved in 1998 and has since been revived.
The Brief has guided the development of the MURA which is now substantially complete.
The proposal also falls to be considered under policies in the Urban Area Plan and in
particular Policy EMPI which states that the MURAs at Glategny Esplanade and The Bouet
will meet the requirements for offices in St Peter Port.
The proposed development would contain a mix of office, retail, residential and
community/ leisure uses and would be broadly compliant with the overall aims of the LPB,
namely to enhance the character and diversity of the area through the provision of an
appropriate mix and balance of uses, avoiding the over-dominance of any one use, in
keeping with planning policy, surrounding land uses, the principles of good urban design,
and the anticipated housing yield defined in the Urban Area Plan. One of the defined
objectives for the MURA is to provide for major new office development as part of mixed
use schemes. The LPB however envisaged that the total amount of office space provided
should be subsidiary to the primary uses of the MURA site (e.g. less than 50%). During
consideration of the most recent outline application the combined percentage of current
and proposed office use across the MURA site was assessed as being 52% of the total
gross development floor space. However, since that application was approved in 2015 a
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separate and unrelated outline permission granted for additional office floorspace on the
Trafalgar Court site has expired. The consequence of this is that were the maximum office
floorspace hereby proposed to be constructed, the percentage of office use across the
MURA as a whole would reduce to 50.5% compared to that assessed as being acceptable
under the previous approval.
This marginal increase in office content above 50% for the MURA as a whole (also being
less than was previously approved as a minor departure) is not considered to warrant
refusal of this application, as the MURA contains substantial residential, retail and other
uses that have largely achieved the LPB's original objectives.
In light of this, it is concluded that the application should be considered as a minor
departure from the Local Planning Brief in this respect under the provisions of section
12(2) of the Land Planning and Development (General Provisions) Ordinance, 2007. A
written request for consideration of the application on this basis has been received from
the applicant.
The Business, Innovation and Skills service (BIS) supports the application, indicating that
the development of new office premises at Admiral Park has the potential to
accommodate some of the highest-value businesses in the Guernsey economy,
particularly in the financial and professional services sectors. It is essential to the
competitiveness of Guernsey's offering as a place to do business that appropriate
commercial premises are available. BIS go on to conclude that they would not wish for the
proposed development, including but not limited to the office uses sought, to be
undermined due to inadequate parking provision.
It remains important that the proposed leisure uses, and in particular the proposed
cinema, are provided in a timely manner to ensure that an appropriate mix and balance of
uses is achieved. The applicant has indicated that they are happy for conditions attached
to the previous permission to be re-imposed, which would prevent the occupation of
more than 6,800 sq m of office floorspace until a cinema and restaurant/cafes have been
provided and brought into commercial operation.
With regard to the proposed cinema, the submitted illustrative designs indicate that it
would have a floor area in the region of 1,200 sq m. Indicative sketch plans submitted
show 3 options for this floor area, a 624 seater 4 screen layout, a 714 seater 4 screen
layout and a 638 seater, 3 screen layout, although the applicant has since indicated that
early discussions with a potential operator suggest that a 440 seater 6 screen layout may
be preferable. Such size cinemas have operated successfully not only in other centres in
the UK, but also on the Island (the Mallard Cinema has c.350 seats).

Regarding the proposed hotel, this element featured as part of the previous grants of
Outline Planning Permission. Although there is no policy requirement for a hotel in this
location, and as such no condition requiring that it be provided, one can be supported as
part of the proposed broad mix of uses in the MURA within the terms of the LPB. Whilst
comments made by the {ormer Commerce and Employment Department in respect of the
relatively small size (21 guest bedrooms) mooted here remain valid, this element of the
scheme, if pursued by the applicant, would undoubtedly be developed in partnership with
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or by a commercial hotel operator. The flexibility provided within the parameter plans and
maximum floor areas proposed as part of this outline planning application would enable
such development to proceed as a viable proposal subject to approval of reserved matters
in due course.

The residential element of the proposed mix of uses has increased from 480 sq m to 1,314
sq m over the previous outline permission, the submitted illustrative plans suggesting that
this would be accommodated on the ?Gateway Site?. The provision of this level of
additional housing is considered to be appropriate in the context of the overall mixed
character of the MURA.

The ?Project lndigo? site was at one time earmarked under a previous planning consent
for bulky goods retail use. However, there is already significant retail development in the
MURA and no planning policy imperative to provide more. The proportion of retail to be
accommodated within the MURA represents 18.7% of gross floor space.

The application explains that the amount of floor space for individual uses stated within
the application exceeds the proposed total of 19,025 sq m. This is so as to maintain a
?degree of flexibility? until the submission of Reserved Matters. Provided the proportions
of use remain as proposed, and thus reflect the policy requirements for mixed use, this
would not appear to present a problem.
Traffic and parking

The Traffic & Highway Service (THS) has identified a number of concerns about the overall
size of the proposal and the level of car parking provision, and in particular the impact of
this on the road network. They conclude that there remain some road safety concerns in
terms of managing pedestrian and cyclist movements to and from the site, and relatively
significant traffic management concerns in terms of several junction capacities in relation
to the current application, as well as the potential for increased availability of parking in St
Peter Port to generate more traffic movements, bringing increased congestion, and
making roads less safe for pedestrians and cyclists.

The applicant, through their Traffic Consultant, has sought to minimise the overall traffic
management and road safety impacts of this development, but there are limitations on
what can physically be achieved and it is accepted that during peak periods there will be
increased delays, particularly at the Vrangue junction. The development of the site has
however been accepted in the Local Planning Brief and the Urban Area Plan, and outline
proposals for its development including for office, retail and leisure uses and a filling
station have been previously approved. The proposal would equate overall to less than
20% of the total floorspace of the MURA.

With regard to proposed highway improvement works, Elizabeth Avenue will be widened
to allow a longer two lane approach to the junction with Les Banques, in addition to a
dedicated left turn lane into Waitrose/B&Q. This will result in the loss of the cycle lane
along Elizabeth Avenue, with an alternative route proposed at the rear (north) of the site
via First Tower Lane. No modifications are proposed to the site entrance but a new access
would be formed onto the roundabout to provide an exit route from the new
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development. Pedestrian crossings in Elizabeth Avenue would be relocated, traffic signals
on Les Banques would be modified and the traffic island to the south of the junction
would be realigned to facilitate HGV right turns from Elizabeth Avenue. At the Pitronnerie
Hill/Vrangue junction, where no junction improvements are possible, improvements to
the signals would be carried out.
The THS has previously commented that the predicted traffic movements are now more
than double that originally envisaged in the LPB, and that remains the case with the
current proposals. It adds that with the limitations on the available measures that can be
implemented to help mitigate traffic management concerns, there are likely to be
significant delays in traffic flows at the Vrangue junction and in the immediate
surrounding area, increased waiting times for pedestrians (and possibly cyclists) wishing to
cross Les Banques at its junction with Admiral Park, and increased delays at the Red Lion
Roundabout. The THS adds that it is possible that the last two concerns could be mitigated
through the implementation of further traffic management measures but there is no
solution to overcapacity at the Vrangue junction if the development proceeds as planned.
The applicants responded to this at the time by stating that the proposed signal
improvements at the Vrangue junction would result in better performance than that
presented in the TIA as the proposed signal equipment upgrades are proven to increase
capacity by 5%-10% and reduce delays by 10-30%, sufficient to offset much of the impact
of the development and that it is only during peak hours that the junction would be over
capacity. They added that the works proposed overall would significantly increase traffic
capacity compared to that envisaged in the 1997 study and thus a higher quantum of
development can be accommodated in the area. The current TIA concludes that the
existing junction design provides the maximum capacity which can be provided within the
physical constraints which exist on all approaches, and without any further development
going ahead is forecast to operate close to capacity by 2021. With the improvements
proposed as part of this application, the TIA concludes that the junction will operate
slightly above capacity, although this is not uncommon for urban areas, and there will be a
relatively modest increase in queue lengths. However, overall performance is predicted to
be slightly better than the with-development scenario from the previously consented TIA,
despite the increase in parking provision that is proposed now.

The proposal will also bring iorvvard improvements to the Les Banques/Elizabeth Avenue
junction, the THS noting that with the above measures in place it is calculated in the TIA
that the junction would operate within the 90% practical capacity recommended. It also
states that it would be more efficient than if the current signals are left in place and no
additional development takes place at Admiral Park. However, whilst on the face of it this
is very attractive, THS also note that this is a forecast, so we cannot be certain that this
will happen in practice. Also, it should be borne in mind that the capacity benefits do
come with some drawbacks, and these are set out in their consultation response.
Paragraph 10.11 of the LPB relates to parking provision, stating that:
The existing random and pervasive spread of car parking has led to an inefficient
use of land and poor quality of external environment. Redevelopment affords the
opportunity to rationalise these arrangements and make better use of the area. Car
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and cyde parking provision will be in accordance with the Parking Standards
contained within Annexe 1 of the Urban Area Plan. Space for car parking will need
to be carefully integrated within the new development to ensure that it does not
dominate the overall scene, and to optimise land use and satisfy demands.
Opportunities for structured parking should be investigated. Parking space for
office buildings should be provided predominantly as undercroft parking. Dual use
of facilities to provide for necessary parking provision will need to be considered.
Provision should be made for disabled parking with level and easy access to the
entrance of each building.
The total level of parking provision for the ?Project lndigo? site was reduced to 470 spaces
during consideration of the previous applications to take into account concerns raised by
the former Traffic Services Unit and to encourage other modes of travel, yet the current
application now proposes a maximum of 700 parking spaces within a 2-storey basement
parking area, resulting in a total increase of 230 spaces above that previously approved.
The applicant has stated that this increase is due to the requirements of potential office
tenants for 1 parking space per 175 - 200 net square feet (equivalent to 16.25 - 19.5
square metres), and that the development would be financially unviable if it cannot
deliver that level of parking. Of the 700 spaces proposed on the ?Project lndigo" site, a
total of 555 would be available for the offices based on the development scenario on
which this application has been assessed. When the maximum gross office floorspace
(13,800 sq m) is divided by that figure, a ratio of 1 parking space per 24.8 sq m can be
achieved. The same calculation based on an assumed 80% net floorspace (11,040 sq m)
gives a figure of 1 space per 19.9 sq m, which is at the upper end of the applicant's
commercial requirement.
The supporting text to Policy GEN9 states that the provision of adequate levels of parking
is important to the quality and function of all development, although it caveats that by
noting that minimum standards will be interpreted flexibly where a better development
could be achieved. The parking guidelines set out at Annexe 2 of the Urban Area Plan do
not provide any standards for office development outside the Central Area, as here, but
given that the application site is closely related to both Town and the Bridge, and well
served by both bus routes and a dedicated cycle path, application of the Central Area
standard is considered reasonable. This approach has been taken in considering both
previous outline applications.
The Central Area standard for general offices indicates that 1 space per 100 sq m would be
appropriate, or a total of some 138 parking spaces based on the proposed gross office
floor area of 13,800 sq m, whilst application of the more generous standard of 1 space per
70 sq m, as required for offices providing professional services, would result in a higher
total in the region of 200 spaces. Having regard to the indicative floor areas submitted,
and using the guidelines in the Urban Area Plan, the cinema/gym uses would require 1
space per 30sq m that is 53 spaces, the cafe/restaurant would require 1 space per 8 sq m
that is 63 spaces, retail would require 1 space per 20 sq m that is 55 spaces, and a 21-bed
hotel some 21 spaces. This would total 391 spaces overall.
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The total of 700 spaces proposed is therefore considerably higher than the minimum
required under the Urban Area Plan for a development of this size, and will be subject to
different peak times for the day time work users and the evening leisure users (with the
exception of likely peaks in day time demand at specific times, such as during school
holidays).
A higher level of car parking provision would not be consistent with the States adopted
Integrated On-Island Transport Strategy (Billet IX, 2014). The Transport Strategy seeks,
amongst other things, to support and incentivise the transport alternatives and to reduce
the dominance of the private vehicle, while still recognising the vital role of the private
motor vehicle and not seeking to ban cars. Reducing car dependency and achieving a shift
in modes is echoed in the 'Transport Hierarchy' of the Transport Strategy which places the
needs of private cars last. Lower provision of car parking would encourage sustainable
travel choices and support the Transport Strategy. The Strategy notes that a reduction in
traffic can be achieved through reduced availability of parking spaces, it states that:
This Strategy is principally designed to achieve 'modal shift', in other words to
reduce the number of miles travelled in private motor vehicles in favour of walking,
cycling and buses by changing from one mode of transport to a better one, and also
to make significant progress towards the outcomes encapsulated in the Transport
Strategy Vision. The Strategy seeks to do this principally by making the alternatives
significantly easier and more attractive than at present.
However, whilst the Transport Strategy has been taken into account in drafting the new
Island Development Plan, which sets out a different approach to car parking for new
development to that currently contained in the Urban Area Plan, at this time, the Island
Development Plan has not been approved by the States and is therefore not a material
planning consideration. The application must therefore be considered under the present
planning policies of the UAP.
The applicant has advised that the parking provision is designed so that leisure visitors
(including the cinema) would have access to office spaces during the evenings and
weekends. The THS has noted that the extra parking provision should help alleviate the
challenge to businesses that will occupy the proposed offices, although during periods of
peak demand consider that there is still likely to be insufficient spaces.
It is suggested that the submission of a car park management plan should therefore be
conditioned and that dedicated provision should be made for a minimum of 50 spaces for
use by the proposed Ieisure/entertainment uses and 50 spaces for the hotel (both as per
previous permissions). That the figure for the hotel is higher than that referred to above is
due to the fact that a 21-bed hotel is the applicant's current working assumption rather
than a definite proposal. Making it a requirement that 50 spaces be dedicated to a hotel
use allows the potential for a larger hotel to be provided subsequently, should that prove
to be commercially viable. A further 45 spaces would be reserved to serve parties who
lease spaces on the Sydney Vane House site currently, although over time those leases
might not be renewed and the parking could be incorporated into the general office
provision.
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The applicant has also agreed to put in place a Travel Plan, which proposes developer
measures and occupier measures aimed at facilitating other modes of travel. The
developer measures would include car share parking spaces, cycle parking spaces, Iockers
and secure storage for cyclists and employment of a Travel Plan Coordinator (TPC) for
three years post occupation. With regards to the TPC, the applicant has stated that:
The TPC would be appointed by the development management company. As part of
the role they would create a user-group from within the development (employees
with an interest in sustainable travel and/or representatives from the various
occupiers) the chair of which would effectively replace the TPC role at the end of
the 3 year period. The TPC will endeavour to include the MURA retail park and
Offices so as to provide joined up approach across the site.
Occupier measures could include car share schemes, a pool car, public transport ticketing
assistance and avoiding scheduling film start times on weekdays between 1700 and
1845hrs. Requirements for a travel plan would need to be conditioned. The Framework
Travel Plan contained within the submitted Traffic Impact Assessment aims to provide
clear guidance for the preparation of a full Travel Plan.

Previous 3rd party objections regarding the provision of parking spaces related mainly to
concerns that the users of the site, and in particular the cinema, would make use of the
adjacent B&Q/Waitrose car park (and which is Terre a I'amende). This is however a
management matter and cannot be considered as material to the planning application.
The TIA does not suggest that the cinema should be closed between the peak times of
5pm and 6.45pm but suggests, within the occupier measures for managing car parking,
that weekday programmes do not start during this time. The main use of the cinema
would in any case be in the evening when the offices are closed and shared use of the
office car parking would be available. With regard to parking for the creche this is seen as
a ?drop-off" facility for which parking would not be required.
Impact on the character and appearance of the area and on neighbouring property

This is an outline application where the only plans to be considered are the parameter
plans. The height and massing of the buildings shown on the parameter plans, as amended
in the present submission to reflect the additional excavation required to create the
second basement parking level on the ?Project lndigo? site and an increase in height of
buildings on the ?Gateway Site?, is considered to be acceptable, as are the buffer zones to
protect neighbouring residential amenity, there having been no material change to the
sites or their surroundings since the previous permission was granted. These parameter
plans should appropriately guide the development of detailed plans subsequently.
In the case of the ?Gateway Site?, this is shown on the parameter plans as having a
maximum height of 24.9m above datum (some 12m taller than the adjacent
B&Q/Waitrose parking deck), and on the illustrative designs as a group of 3-storey
buildings above a basement parking area. Given the scale of adjacent buildings
(particularly the Roseville development to the west) and the topography of the area
(ground levels rise to the west) it is not considered that a building of this height would
appear excessive. The precise form, design, and position of any building(s) on this site
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would be considered at the reserved matters stage, however based on the illustrative
designs that have been submitted, it appears that an appropriate final design would be
readily achievable.
Conclusions

The proposal is an outline one which, subject to the submission of satisfactory reserved
matters applications, would lead to the welcome completion of the development of the
MURA in general accordance with the Local Planning Brief and Urban Area Plan.
The proposed mix of uses broadly accords with the objectives of the Local Planning Brief,
despite the overall quantum of office floorspace proposed being slightly more than 50% of
the total gross development floorspace envisaged by the Brief. However, given the mix of
uses that have been delivered to date, and which have largely achieved the overall
objectives for the MURA, and the fact that this represents a reduction over the most
recent permission on the site, this minor departure from the LPB is considered to be
acceptable under the provisions of section 12(2) of the Land Planning and Development
(General Provisions) Ordinance, 2007.
Whilst the central issue here is the proposed increase in parking provision and the degree
to which the proposed development would impact on the capacity and safe operation of
the surrounding road network, it must fairly be said that it is the overall density of the
whole MURA development (of which this is simply the final piece of the jigsaw) that has
led to significantly higher than originally anticipated traffic flows which have and will
continue to put increasing pressure on the surrounding road junction controls. On that
basis the ?Project lndigo? site can be seen to be a victim of the MURA's success, earlier
phases having been developed at the same density and with similar or greater parking
provision to that proposed. The parking standards set out in the Urban Area Plan are
assessed on a minimum rather than a maximum basis, and although the present proposals
are not consistent with the States adopted Integrated On-Island Transport Strategy, and
that Strategy has been taken into account in drafting the new Island Development Plan
which sets out a different approach to car parking for new development to that currently
contained in the Urban Area Plan, this is not a material planning consideration to be taken
into account in the determination of this application .
It is concluded, on balance, that the increase in car parking provision and highway impacts
identified by the Traffic and Highways Service would not justify the refusal of outline
planning permission for the development as proposed which would have considerable
benefits for the Island economy. It is important however that the highway mitigation
measures put forward by the applicant are provided before occupation of the first office
building and this should be conditioned.
The recommendation is therefore to grant outline planning permission for the

development as a minor departure from the LPB under section 12(2) of the Land Planning
and Development (General Provisions) Ordinance, 2007 and subject to the conditions set
out above.
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